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Today’s organizations face a challenging reality — an increasingly global environment 
where travel requires unprecedented levels of planning and coordination. 
Whether they have students studying abroad, volunteers or religious groups going on an overseas trip, or production 
crews filming at their next site, organizations face a host of potential hazards that can put their people in harm’s way. 
Organizations face competing demands to fulfill duty-of-care obligations, manage resources, and operate within 
increasingly scrutinized budgets. 

Managing group travel can be daunting. That’s why we’re here to do the heavy lifting. From deciphering the Department 
of State’s travel requirements to evacuating people out of the country in the wake of an earthquake, we will work with you 
every step of the way to design a program that is responsive and cost-effective. AIG* helps provide a single-source solution 
of insurance benefits and comprehensive travel, medical, and security assistance services.

AIG in Action: Security Assistance in Puerto Rico following Hurricane Maria
After Hurricane Maria made landfall in Puerto Rico it left behind 
widespread damages to infrastructure and the power grid due 
to flooding, storm surges and wind destruction. A U.S.-based 
multinational company contacted AIG Travel’s security team to assist 
with bringing a large sum of monetary aid to Puerto Rico. The team 
met with the client’s security leadership to strategize and develop 
options for how the operation would take place to securely deliver 
the aid. After AIG Travel presented several logistical options, the client 

decided to utilize their own aircraft and have AIG Travel’s security 
personnel meet the aircraft to securely transfer company personnel 
and aid to two offices, one in Aguadilla and another outside of 
San Juan. Despite logistical challenges presented by adverse road 
conditions and communications disruptions following Hurricane 
Maria, AIG Travel and the client’s employees maintained consistent 
communication and successfully completed the mission to deliver the 
much-needed funds.



How We Can Meet Client Needs
Because we provide a single-source solution for insurance benefits 
and comprehensive travel, medical and security assistance services, 
millions of clients all over the world turn to us to manage their travel 
needs. Here are three reasons why we continue to be the trusted 
client solution:

n	 We think global, act local. Our global reach extends to over 80 
countries and jurisdictions. A worldwide network of multi-lingual 
medical specialists, security experts, and travel specialists and 
eight 24/7 service centers help ensure that travelers are supported 
anytime, anywhere in the world and with local expertise.

n	 We deliver depth, breadth and flexibility of insurance coverage, 
wherever your travels take you. Coverage for medical expenses, 
security and medical evacuation, trip cancellation, baggage loss—
we’ve got it packed and ready to go.

n	 We value cost containment and full transparency. With minimal 
administration and no hidden cost or case fees, our program 
delivers insurance benefits and end-to-end assistance services 
that are cost-effective, transparent, and meet a wide range of 
travel needs.

Why AIG?
n	 Coordinated insurance and service administration with an 

integrated approach to paying covered insured benefits and 
providing 24/7 assistance services.

n	 Deep expertise with over 80 years experience in managing the 
unique risks associated with travel.

n	 Financial strength and global reach, with operations in more than 
80 countries and jurisdictions and serving millions of customers 
around the globe.

Integrated Capabilities with AIG
From unexpected severe weather and medical emergencies to 
political instability, AIG provides the flexibility for organizations to 
respond to a full range of travel, medical and security needs through 
an integrated program.

Travel Health Benefits
When travelers are thousands of miles away from home, medical 
emergencies can be matters of alarm and frustration for their families 
and their sponsoring organizations. Quality out-of-country medical 
coverage that is cost-effective and a support system that keeps 
families informed and engaged from beginning to end are essential.

n	 Our plans provide insurance coverage for medical expenses 
incurred abroad – guaranteed issue with no medical underwriting 
required. They can be a valuable supplement to existing U.S. 
major medical insurance. Included are a variety of benefit 
options, such as coverage for physician visits, hospital room and 
board, emergency evacuation, or even for a family member to join 
the traveler overseas in the event of an emergency.

n	 We arrange for direct billing with medical facilities, whenever 
possible, to help travelers avoid potentially significant out-of-
pocket expenses or cash/credit limit complications should an 
incident occur.

n	 Our global medical team is staffed with physicians board-certified 
in emergency medicine as well as other, diversified specialties are 
on call, around-the-clock. Medical care isn’t always created equal; 
that’s why our team of highly qualified professionals stand ready 
to monitor medical care and coordinate arrangements over the 
phone to travelers, their familes, their sponsoring organization, 
and local physicians should emergencies arise. While AIG Travel 
has medical monitoring staff, we do not own clinics/hospitals. We 
coordinate with medical facilities worldwide to provide the most 
appropriate care for clients.
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Insured Benefits
n	 Accidental Death

n	 Accidental Dismemberment

n	 Paralysis

n	 Medical Expense

n	 Emergency Medical Evacuation

n	 Repatriation of Remains

n	 Bedside visit

n	 Attendor

n	 Home Alteration and Vehicle Modification

n	 Rehabilitation

n	 Seat Belt and Air Bag

n	 Bereavement and Trauma Counseling

n	 Coma

n	 On-Premises Coverages

n	 Severe Burn

Services
n	 Medical evacuation arrangements, at the 

direction of the AIG Travel medical team 

n	 Physician/hospital/dental/vision care referral 
details, when medical attention is required and 
assistance with appointments

n	 Coordinate necessary repatriation arrangements 
for the return of mortal remains in accordance 
with local governmental procedures

n	 Return travel arrangements

n	 Emergency prescription replacement assistance

n	 Arrangement of house calls by physicians or 
nurses where available

n	 In-patient and out-patient medical case 
management

n	 Qualified liaison for relaying medical information 
to family members

n	 Arrangements of visitors to bedside of 
hospitalized insured

n	 Eyeglasses and corrective lens replacement 
assistance

n	 Direct billing arrangements with medical 
providers where available

n	 Medical cost containment/expense recovery and 
overseas investigation

n	 Shipment of medical records

n	 Medical equipment rental/replacement 
assistance

n	 Access to travel assistance website and  
mobile app
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Travel Security Assistance Benefits
Terrorism, violent crimes, political upheaval or natural disasters—today’s increasingly turbulent environment demands security insurance 
protection that is proactive and robust in flexibility, breadth, and depth of coverage. Our robust coverages, online resources and multi-
disciplinary network of security specialists may help meet your travelers’ needs with expediency, expert care and a focus on cost containment.

n	 Our proactive security response means that we help our clients avoid crises with pre-trip planning and preparation, and we have the 
experience to respond swiftly should a crisis occur. No government-issued warning is required to trigger an evacuation.* To maximize their 
safety, insureds can be extracted from their immediate location—instead of having to meet responders at the nearest port of entry.

n	 Our evacuation destination options give travelers the flexibility to choose a return location that works best for them, whether it is back to 
their host country, their home country, or their school/university or office.

n	 Pre-trip or on the ground, we offer 24/7 security support and will connect you with an AIG Travel security team member who will provide 
advice or coordinate assistance.

Insured Benefits
n	 Security Evacuation
n	 War Risk

Services
n	 Secure evacuation assistance
n	 Security and safety advisories, global risk analysis and 

consultation specialists
n	 24/7/365 response services to assist employees, customers  

and their families during an incident
n	 Language translation support and services
n	 Urgent message alerts, reporting and dissemination
n	 Up-to-the-minute information on current world situations
n	 Online access to comprehensive country guides, security tips,  

and subscriptions for daily news/alerts

AIG in Action: Mali
After a military coup was staged in Mali, our security specialists 
proactively booked commercial flights and safely transported 
clients from a U.S. university back to their home cities.

“I cannot begin to express the gratitude I feel 
to have my daughter home and safe. Thanks to 
everyone involved.” 
— Parent of university student

5*The determination to conduct a security evacuation is made by our designated team of security consultants that assess safety and well-being of our insureds.



Travel Disruption Benefits
When it comes to travel, plans can take an unexpected detour. Perhaps there’s a family emergency, loss of a job, or the luggage simply didn’t 
make it to its expected destination. Whatever the case, things happen. Our service center is just a phone call away to help with a wide array of 
travel problems, including lost passports, prescription replacement assistance and tracking down lost luggage:

n	 Our Trip Cancellation, Interruption, Delay or Return Air benefits can cover the cost of air fare or other travel arrangements should 
unexpected emergencies cut plans short, affect a flight, or prevent insureds from taking the trip altogether.

n	 We reimburse expenses associated with lost, misdirected, or delayed baggage. While thousands of checked bags are unfortunately lost every 
month, we can help you track it down or cover the cost of bags not found.

n	 Travelers receive the comfort, care, and attention of our personal assistance coordinators. While flight delays, unpredictable weather, lost 
luggage and other travel hassles are an unfortunate reality of travel today, AIG Travel’s assistance team is available 24/7 to solve last-minute 
travel problems or emergencies.

Insured Benefits
n	 Trip Cancellation
n	 Trip Delay
n	 Baggage Delay
n	 Baggage Loss/Personal Effects
n	 Trip Interruption
n	 Return Air
n	 Quarantine Trip Delay

Services
n	 Lost baggage search; stolen luggage replacement assistance
n	 Access to a member-only travel assistance website and mobile app
n	 Lost passport/travel documents assistance
n	 ATM locator
n	 Emergency cash transfer assistance
n	 Travel information including visa/passport requirements
n	 Emergency telephone interpretation assistance
n	 Up-to-the-minute travel delay reports
n	 Embassy or consulate referral
n	 Currency conversion assistance
n	 Legal referrals/bail bond assistance
n	 Flight and hotel rebooking
n	 Rental vehicle booking and vehicle return
n	 Guaranteed hotel check-in
n	 Concierge services

•Local activity recommendations
•Event ticketing
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AIG in Action: Medical Emergency Abroad**
Susan is accidentally injured while helping build housing structures 
on her volunteer trip abroad, and adequate medical treatment is not 
available in her location. Who will help arrange and pay for a medical 
evacuation?

n	 Multilingual coordination:  A medical assistance coordinator at our 
worldwide service center notifies our medical case manager and 
physician about Susan’s case.

n	 Emergency communications: Susan’s family members and the 
sponsoring humanitarian organization are simultaneously alerted  
of the emergency and kept in contacton her daily status.

n	 Evacuation arrangements: AIG Travel maintains relationships with 
medical and healthcare-related providers around the world. The 
medical team works with one of these providers to coordinate 
Susan’s safe transport out of the country. AIG Travel’s medical team 
works with Susan’s treating physician to confirm that she is fit to 
fly, and travel arrangements are made for her to board the next 
morning’s flight with a medical escort to the United States. Upon 
arrival, she is admitted to a hospital near her home.

n	 Arrangements for a bedside visitor: while Susan is in the hospital, 
Susan’s mother is flown into the local city to stay by her side until 
Susan is discharged and able to return home.

n	 Insurance coverage with integrated claims & service coordination: 
throughout the ordeal, AIG Travel’s assistance team and claims 
center works closely with Susan’s family and the sponsoring 
humanitarian organization to ensure that they are kept up-to-date 
on Susan’s condition and that claims are adjudicated seamlessly 
according to AIG’s high service level standards.

Readily Available, Around the World
n	 Millions of insureds have access to our services annually

n	 80+ years experience in managing the unique risks associated with 
travel

n	 Wholly owned 24/7 service centers conveniently located in Asia, 
Europe and the Americas

n	 Integrated claims and assistance services administration

n	 Access to global medical providers and air ambulance companies

n	 Physicians board certified in emergency medicine in addition to 
other specialties and registered nurses and paramedics, also with 
emergency medicine, critical care, clinical and triage experience.

n	 Security team composed of personnel with a broad spectrum of 
security industry backgrounds and experience

n	 We support customers originating from every continent with 40+ 
languages spoken on-site

n	 Member-only assistance website , mobile app and 24/7 phone support
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** The scenario summarized above is offered only as an example. Coverage depends on the actual facts of each case and the terms, conditions and exclusions of the policy. 
Every emergency situation is unique and requires emergency-specific planning. AIG Travel reserves the right to select what it deems to be the appropriate emergency medical 
evacuation arrangement in case of emergency and will make those determinations on a case-by-case basis. This example scenario does not guarantee that a person who is 
covered by Travel Guard® and who experiences an emergency similar to the one depicted in this example scenario will receive the same emergency evacuation arrangement 
represented in this example scenario.

Insurance Benefits Triggered
n	 Medical Expense

n	 Emergency Evacuation

n	 Bedside Visitor

n	 Trip Interruption

Assistance Services Triggered
n	 Multilingual coordination

n	 Dispatch of doctor or specialist

n	 Emergency evacuation transportation

n	 Emergency return travel arrangements

n	 Arrangements of visitors to bedside of 
hospitalized insured



AIG Travel, a member of American International Group, Inc., provides travel insurance and global assistance through innovative product offerings. Travel Guard® is 
the marketing name for its portfolio of travel insurance and travel-related services. From lost luggage to a medical emergency, our 24/7 multilingual assistance team 
is always just a phone call away. Through our global service centers and a network of experienced providers, we deliver medical and security assistance to help our 
customers travel with confidence. AIG Travel is a socially responsible and inclusive organization that meets the diverse needs of leisure and corporate travelers alike. 
Learn more at www.aig.com/travel or www.travelguard.com, and follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.

* AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For 
additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International 
Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may 
be provided by independent third parties. Certain property-casualty coverages may be provided by a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally 
participate in state guaranty funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds.

Copyright © 2021 American International Group, Inc. All rights reserved.

To learn more, contact your agent, broker or AIG representative, or visit www.aig.com/specialty.

“The AIG assistance team was absolutely wonderful throughout this ordeal. The arranging of the 
ambulance was also smooth and efficient. After arriving in Belize at the neurosurgeon’s clinic, I was 
very appreciative of your arrival shortly thereafter. At moments like that it is great to have someone 
there to provide direct communication with the company and have the skills and knowledge of how 
to arrange care and transport quickly and to minimize hassle for us. I will make sure that if I am part of 
organizing any Alabama trips in the future that your firm will be our service provider.”
—  Steven B., Assistant Professor, Ph.D.
 University of Alabama
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